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Stanford University Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
Paperback. 272 pages. Dimensions: 8.6in. x 5.4in. x 0.6in.At the
close of the twentieth century, democracy appeared to have
overcome the Cold War partition of the world, as countries
across the globe had deposed autocratic regimes and held free
elections. Nowhere were these developments dramatized more
brightly than in Eastern Europe in 1989, as newly formed civic
movements replaced long-standing Leninist regimes with
democratic governments. Yet it is clear that the waves of
democracy that initially seemed similar have led to widely
varying outcomes. While some countries in Eastern Europe were
invited to join NATO and the European Union, others were
excluded. Former communists were elected to power in post-
communist Poland and Hungary, but were largely absent in the
Czech Republic and were transformed into populists in Slovakia.
These differences have led the author to address several
questions, including: How similar actually were the Leninist
regimes before their dissolution, and how similar were their
demises How did the way communism fell affect the founding of
democratic states in Eastern Europe, notably in Poland and
CzechoslovakiaThis book offers a critique and reformulation of
existing theories of democratization, as well as of earlier
understandings of...
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This ebook is fantastic. It is actually writter in straightforward terms rather than hard to understand. Its been designed
in an extremely straightforward way and it is merely soon a er i finished reading through this ebook through which in
fact modified me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Justice Wilder m a n-- Justice Wilder m a n

It is an awesome pdf i have possibly go through. It really is filled with wisdom and knowledge You will not really feel
monotony at whenever you want of your time (that's what catalogues are for relating to in the event you ask me).
-- Hor a ce Schr oeder-- Hor a ce Schr oeder
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